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ABSTRACT
We critically examine recent claims of a high solar metallicity by von Steiger & Zurbuchen
(2016, vSZ16) based on in situ measurements of the solar wind, rather than the standard
spectroscopically inferred abundances (Asplund et al. 2009, hereafter AGSS09). We test the
claim by Vagnozzi et al. (2016) that a composition based on the solar wind enables one to
construct a standard solar model in agreement with helioseismological observations and thus
solve the decades-old solar modelling problem. We show that, although some helioseismolog-
ical observables are improved compared to models computed with spectroscopic abundances,
most are in fact worse. The high abundance of refractory elements leads to an overproduc-
tion of neutrinos, with a predicted 8B flux that is nearly twice its observed value, and 7Be
and CNO fluxes that are experimentally ruled out at high confidence. A combined likelihood
analysis shows that models using the vSZ16 abundances are worse than AGSS09 despite a
higher metallicity. We also present astrophysical and spectroscopic arguments showing the
vSZ16 composition to be an implausible representation of the solar interior, identifying the
first ionization potential effect in the outer solar atmosphere and wind as the likely culprit.
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1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Solar model atmospheres based on three-dimensional (3D) radiation
hydrodynamic simulations of near-surface convection have been
central in the determination of element abundances in the solar
photosphere for the last 15 yr (see e.g. reviews by Asplund 2005;
Nordlund, Stein & Asplund 2009). Further work in the field has
included the introduction of non-local thermodynamic equilibrium
(non-LTE) in the modelling of atomic line formation. Together
with improvements in atomic physics, these efforts have led to a
reduction in the abundance of elements determined from the solar
photospheric spectrum. CNO elements are particularly affected and
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recommended values (Asplund et al. 2009, hereafter AGSS09) are
40 per cent lower than previous determinations (Grevesse & Sauval
1998, hereafter GS98). Abundances of refractories, e.g. Mg, Si,
Fe, have also been reduced, by smaller amounts, typically around
10 per cent (Grevesse et al. 2015; Scott et al. 2015a,b).
Standard solar models (SSMs) use the present-day solar photo-
spheric composition, in the form of the metal-to-hydrogen abun-
dance ratio (Z/X), as one of the constraints that must be fulfilled
by construction. The other two constraints are the solar luminosity
(L) and radius (R). The SSM is the result of the evolution of a
1 M stellar model from the pre-main sequence to the Solar system
age τ. In order to match (Z/X), L and R, the initial helium
(Yini) and metal (Zini) mass fractions and the mixing length param-
eter (αMLT) are adjusted in the model. SSMs account for ‘standard’
physics in stellar models, and avoid inclusion of physics that needs
C© 2016 The Authors
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phenomenological calibration as much as possible; convection is
the most important exception. SSMs used in this work are based on
the same input physics as those in Serenelli, Haxton & Pen˜a-Garay
(2011), except for the choice of solar composition.
L and R are well known, with very small uncertainties. The
constraint on (Z/X), which is less well measured, thus determines
both the metallicity as well as the Sun’s helium abundance; solar
models constrained to fulfil GS98 (high-Z) or AGSS09 (low-Z)
compositions show quite different internal structures. In particular,
solar models based on the AGSS09 composition show strong dis-
crepancies with helioseismic probes of the solar interior, whereas
the older GS98 composition leads to quite nice agreement (Serenelli
et al. 2009, among many). This discrepancy is known as the ‘so-
lar modelling problem’. The seismic probes relevant to the solar
modelling problem include: the profile of the solar sound speed, the
depth of the convective envelope, the surface helium abundance and
frequency separation ratios.
This solar modelling problem has been around for more than 10 yr
and, while there is no lack of proposed ideas, no definitive solution
has yet been found. It is well known that the comprehension of
the solar abundance problem is intimately related to understanding
the role of opacity in solar modelling, since the effects produced
by a modification of the radiative opacity are almost degenerate
(with the notable exception of CNO neutrinos) with those produced
by a modification of the heavy element admixture. Namely, the
agreement with helioseismology using the AGSS09 composition
could be restored by a suitable modification of the opacity profile of
the Sun, as described in Villante (2010) and Villante et al. (2014).
The current generation of SSMs typically relies on opacities from
the Opacity Project (OP, e.g. Badnell et al. 2005) or OPAL (e.g.
Iglesias & Rogers 1996). Recently Bailey et al. (2015) experimen-
tally measured the opacity at conditions similar to those immedi-
ately below the solar convection zone for the first time, finding
wavelength-dependent Fe opacities typically 30–40 per cent higher
than predicted by OP and OPAL. When folded into the Rosseland
mean opacity needed in solar model calculations, the result is a
7 ± 3 per cent increase. Such extra opacity goes towards solving
the solar modelling problem by itself. Recently, also, theoretical
work by Krief, Feigel & Gazit (2016) found that line broadening
induces changes in the opacity profile in a solar model that mimics
the opacity variations required by helioseismic constraints (Villante
et al. 2014). Detailed solar modelling however will have to await
a better understanding of how such opacity increases depend on
the physical conditions (temperature and density) for the relevant
elements.
von Steiger & Zurbuchen (2016, hereafter vSZ16) have presented
results from in situ measurements of the chemical composition of
the solar wind. In particular, they have determined abundances of
C, N and O, as well as the most abundant refractories: Mg, Si, S
and Fe. The comparison between elemental abundances from GS98,
AGSS09 and vSZ16 is presented in Table 1. Vagnozzi, Freese &
Zurbuchen (2016, hereafter V16) analyse the impacts of the vSZ16
abundances on solar interior modelling. They focus in particular on
a certain subset of helioseismic probes, but with special emphasis
on the solar sound-speed profile. Their analysis is based on the so-
called linear solar models, originally developed by Villante & Ricci
(2010). V16 reach the conclusion that, when the vSZ16 composition
is used in solar models, the agreement between solar models and
helioseismic probes is restored, and claim that they have found a
solution to the solar abundance problem. Here we present a number
of arguments against this claim. In fact, the vSZ16 composition,
when used to construct an SSM as proposed by V16, produces a
Table 1. Adopted solar chemical compositions. Abundances given as log i
≡ log Ni/NH + 12. AGSS09ph refers to the solar photospheric abundances
from AGSS09, whereas AGSS09met refers to the case when the abundances
for all non-volatile elements (i.e. everything other than C, N, O and the
noble gases) are replaced with the corresponding CI carbonaceous chondrite
meteoritic abundances from Lodders, Palme & Gail (2009). Note that the
errors attached to vSZ16 values incorporate the error on the absolute scale,
but do not incorporate additional systematics expected from unquantified
fractionation effects (see Section 5.2).
log 
Element GS98 AGSS09met AGSS09ph vSZ16
C 8.52 8.43 ± 0.05 8.43 ± 0.05 8.65+0.11−0.09
N 7.92 7.83 ± 0.05 7.83 ± 0.05 7.97+0.15−0.11
O 8.83 8.69 ± 0.05 8.69 ± 0.05 8.82+0.10−0.08
Ne 8.08 7.93 ± 0.10 7.93 ± 0.10 7.79+0.17−0.12
Mg 7.58 7.53 ± 0.01 7.60 ± 0.04 7.85+0.17−0.13
Si 7.56 7.51 ± 0.01 7.51 ± 0.03 7.82+0.18−0.13
S 7.20 7.15 ± 0.02 7.12 ± 0.03 7.56+0.19−0.13
Fe 7.50 7.45 ± 0.01 7.50 ± 0.04 7.73+0.17−0.12
Z/X 0.0229 0.0178 0.0181 0.0265
model that is strongly at odds with experimental evidence, actu-
ally leading to an even larger discrepancy than models based on
AGSS09 abundances. We quantify the disagreement both with neu-
trino and helioseismological observations, and then go on to outline
a number of other reasons why the vSZ16 abundances cannot be
representative of the actual solar composition.
We note that Caffau et al. (2011) have also published solar pho-
tospheric abundances based on 3D model atmospheres. For the two
most important volatiles, C and O, their results are 0.07 dex larger
than the values of AGSS09. However, we do not refer to those re-
sults further here for the following reasons. The first one is that
Caffau et al. (2011) does not provide a complete determination of
the solar mixture and that implies using an alternative source for
the missing elements. Also, among the missing elements is Si, the
anchor point between the photospheric and meteoritic scales, our
preferred choice building SSMs.1 Finally, articles V16 and vSZ16
do not use these data in their core results and our main aim in this
work is to evaluate how SSMs constructed with the vSZ16 composi-
tion compare to helioseismic and solar neutrino data, not to discuss
a spectrum of possible (partial) solutions to the solar modelling
problem.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 dis-
cusses in some detail the implications of vSZ16 abundances on
SSM predictions for neutrino fluxes. Solar neutrino fluxes were
not considered by V16 except for a rough estimate, which signif-
icantly underestimates the neutrino fluxes predicted by their solar
model. Solar neutrinos are very important probes of the solar inte-
rior, and in particular of the core, where vSZ16 abundances strongly
affect solar model properties. In Section 3, we discuss the helioseis-
mic properties of a SSM with the vSZ16 composition. Whereas
V16 focused on the sound-speed profile and, to a lesser extent, on
the surface helium abundance and depth of the convective zone,
we extend our analysis to ratios of separation frequencies that are
1 Helioseismic and solar neutrino results of a SSM built with a hybrid
solar mixture based on Caffau et al. (2011) abundances, however, has been
recently discussed in Serenelli (2016).
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well-known probes of the solar core (Basu et al. 2007; Chaplin
et al. 2007). Section 4 presents a combined likelihood analysis of
solar models with different candidate compositions. Section 5 can
be read independently of those related to the SSM; here we present
a number of arguments that show that it is in fact very unlikely
that vSZ16 abundances are representative of the photospheric and
interior composition of the Sun. We end with a summary of our
most relevant findings, all of which point to the same conclusions:
that vSZ16 is not representative of the photosphere, and that SSMs
based on vSZ16 are in disagreement with both helioseismic probes
of the solar interior and solar neutrino fluxes. Despite a metallic-
ity that is closer to the classic GS98 measurement, they therefore
perform worse than AGSS09.
2 SO L A R N E U T R I N O S
Solar neutrino fluxes predicted by solar models are particularly sen-
sitive to variations in the solar composition. For pp-chain fluxes this
dependence occurs through the impact of metals on the radiative
opacity profile of the Sun. Therefore, individual elements will have
different impacts on neutrino predictions. Scaling (Z/X) globally
is not a correct way to estimate the variations induced in solar neu-
trinos when the composition is varied. This was discussed at length
by Bahcall & Serenelli (2005); since then the detailed composition
has been used in studies of solar neutrinos.
Before discussing results based on SSMs, we present simple
but quite accurate estimates of the changes in the neutrino fluxes
expected when changing from AGSS09 to vSZ16 abundances, based
on power-law expansions (Bahcall 1989). As an example, let us
consider the flux of neutrinos from 8B decay in the pp chain, (8B),
and focus only on the most relevant elements. The dependence
of the (8B) flux on variations of elemental abundances is given
by the following power-law exponents: 0.139, 0.109, 0.092, 0.192,
0.140, 0.502 for O, Ne, Mg, Si, S and Fe, respectively (Serenelli,
Pen˜a-Garay & Haxton 2013). Taking AGSS09ph as the reference
composition, the expected fractional increase in (8B), if the vSZ16
composition is used instead, is
δ(8B)
(8B) ≈ 0.139 × 0.35 + 0.109 × (−0.28) + 0.092 × 0.78
+ 0.192 × 1.04 + 0.140 × 1.75 + 0.502 × 0.70 = 0.89.
Here, we have taken the fractional variations for the composi-
tion directly from table 1 in V16. The same comparison against
the AGSS09met composition yields an even larger variation:
δ(8B)/(8B) = 0.99. The power-law expansion thus leads to an
estimated 90 − 100 per cent increase in (8B) for an SSM based on
vSZ16.
Power-law expansions describe the first-order response of solar
models to changes in the input parameters. The changes between
AGSS09 and vSZ16 are not small, and it might be that second-
order effects play a significant role. In the rest of this article, we
therefore present results based solely on full SSMs that consistently
account for the adopted solar composition. We have calibrated an
SSM using the vSZ16 abundances and the same input physics as
described in Serenelli et al. (2011). In addition, we also use the two
SSMs computed in that work with the GS98 and the AGSS09 (more
precisely AGSS09met, see Table 1) compositions.
Results for the three SSMs and all neutrino fluxes are summarized
in Table 2. Solar values for the neutrinos from all pp-chains are those
recently determined by Bergstro¨m et al. (2016) and result from a
combined analysis using all possible sources of experimental data.
For 13N, 15O and 17F fluxes we quote the upper 68 per cent limit.
Table 2. Solar neutrinos fluxes in cm−2 s−1 and relative errors derived
from some standard solar models (with different compositions) and from
oscillation neutrino data; Units are: 1010 (pp), 109 (7Be), 108 (pep, 13N,
15O), 106 (8B, 17F) and 103 (hep).
Source GS98, AGSS09met vSZ16 Solar
pp 5.98, 6.03(1 ± 0.006) 5.78(1 ± 0.008) 5.97(1 ± 0.005)
pep 1.44, 1.47(1 ± 0.012) 1.34(1 ± 0.016) 1.45(1 ± 0.009)
hep 8.04, 8, 31(1 ± 0.30) 7.23(1 ± 0.30) 19(1 ± 0.55)
7Be 5.00, 4.56(1 ± 0.07) 6.58(1 ± 0.08) 4.80(1 ± 0.05)
8B 5.58, 4.59(1 ± 0.14) 10.1(1 ± 0.18) 5.16(1 ± 0.022)
13N 2.96, 2.17(1 ± 0.14) 5.46(1 ± 0.21) ≤13.7
15O 2.23, 1.56(1 ± 0.15) 4.56(1 ± 0.22) ≤2.8
17F 5.52, 3.40(1 ± 0.17) 9.01(1 ± 0.30) ≤85
As can be seen in Table 2, the SSM based on vSZ16 predicts
(8B) = (10.1 ± 1.8) × 106 cm−2 s−1, similar to but slightly larger
than the simple power-law estimation. This is more than a factor
of 2 increase with respect to the AGSS09 model and much higher
than the 10 per cent increase guessed, with no further justification,
in V16.
The large change in (8B) is due to the large fractional increase in
abundances of refractories proposed by vSZ16. Refractories such as
Mg, Si, S, Fe have relatively high atomic charge and are therefore
important contributors to the radiative opacity, even at the larger
temperatures present in the solar core (Basu & Antia 2008; Villante
et al. 2014). The temperature in the core is therefore strongly corre-
lated with the abundance of refractories. Neutrino fluxes, especially
those that depend very strongly on temperature, show an even more
intense dependence.
The neutrino fluxes predicted by the vSZ16 solar model strongly
disagree with the experimental constraints, as can be seen in
Table 2. This statement can be quantified by returning to the ex-
ample of (8B). The observed flux is ∼50 per cent lower than the
theoretical prediction. The uncertainty in the model flux not at-
tributable to composition is of the order of 12 per cent (Serenelli
et al. 2013), whereas the total uncertainty including errors on abun-
dances is 14 per cent if AGSS09 uncertainties are adopted. The
observed solar neutrino flux has an uncertainty of just 2 per cent.
By combining experimental and theoretical uncertainties in quadra-
ture, we see that the disagreement is at ∼4σ level. This implies that
there is simply no room in SSMs to bring the vSZ16 solar model
prediction into agreement with the solar (8B). Only a strong re-
duction in refractories can bring down (8B), i.e. abandoning the
vSZ16 composition. This reduction must bring refractories back to
GS98 or AGSS09-like levels.
A similar reasoning follows for (7Be), for which the vSZ16 so-
lar model predicts 6.58 × 109 cm−2 s−1. This is again much higher
than the experimental result, by about 4σ when combining errors
from modelling and experiment. Here again, the only way to bring
this into agreement with the solar flux is to strongly reduce the
abundance of refractories in the vSZ16 model to a level compara-
ble to GS98 or AGSS09 (which agree quite well for non-volatile
elements).
There is an additional piece of information, relating to CN fluxes.
Borexino (Bellini et al. 2012) have presented the most restric-
tive limit to date on the sum of the 13N and 15O fluxes: 7.7 ×
108 cm−2 s−1, at 95 per cent C.L. The sum of the 13N and 15O
fluxes in the vSZ16 solar model is 10.02 × 108 cm−2 s−1, i.e. well
over the limit given by Borexino. This primarily occurs not because
CN abundances are too high in the vSZ16 composition, but because
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Figure 1. The difference between the sound speed predicted by solar mod-
els and that obtained by inverting helioseismic observations, for models
computed with three different compositions. The pink band shows the 1σ
uncertainty due to the solar composition, whereas the blue band shows the
total 1σ uncertainty.
refractories again push the model towards higher core temperatures,
to which the CN fluxes are highly sensitive.
Here, we have compared predictions of SSMs to data. In Villante
et al. (2014), solar neutrino fluxes were used to infer the optimal
solar composition by grouping elements together either as volatiles
or refractories. All elements in each group were then scaled by the
same factor. These two factors were allowed to vary in a constrained
manner so that both helioseismic models and solar neutrino data
were reproduced. Results in that work, particularly the top-right
panel of fig. 6, clearly show that the typical 0.3 dex increase in
the abundance of refractories claimed by vSZ16, and used by V16
in analysing solar model predictions, is ruled out at a 6σ level
approximately.
Furthermore, the direct comparison of solar neutrino fluxes with
SSM predictions can be easily performed with the results of Table 2,
adding errors in quadrature and using the experimental and theoret-
ical error correlation matrix (see Serenelli et al. 2011; Bergstro¨m
et al. 2016 and references therein). The comparison of neutrino
fluxes from model and data excludes the SSM with V16 abun-
dances at more than 5σ , while neutrino data cannot statistically
differentiate the SSM with GS98 and AGSS09met abundances.
3 H E L I O S E I S M O L O G Y
Next, we consider helioseismic tests of solar models. V16 employ
linear solar models to study the response of the sound-speed pro-
file, depth of the convective zone and surface helium abundance to
changes in the solar composition. We continue to base our results
on full SSMs. It has to be made clear that the incorrect conclusions
reached by V16 are not due to their use of linear solar models.
However, an advantage of our approach here is that we can con-
sider additional helioseismic probes that were not considered when
linear solar models were originally developed, and were not taken
into account in V16.
3.1 Sound-speed profile
In Fig. 1, we plot the sound-speed profiles for different solar mod-
els. The pink band shows 1σ uncertainties associated with AGSS09
abundances. The light blue band indicates the combined uncertainty
in solar models, statistical uncertainty (from uncertainties in solar
frequency measurements) and systematic errors in the inversion pro-
cedure (Degl’Innocenti et al. 1997). For the latter, we have assumed
what the authors refer to as the ‘statistical’ approach, where differ-
ent sources of uncertainty are assumed to be independent. V16 also
considered this choice of errors, as well as the most conservative
one proposed by Degl’Innocenti et al. (1997). The specific choice of
uncertainties is not, however, central to the arguments that follow.
Results for the sound speed shown here are very close to those
in V16. The agreement with helioseismic results is not nearly as
good as for the GS98 composition, but it is clearly an improvement
over AGSS09 at intermediate radii. This is not surprising, because
the CNO abundances, O in particular, claimed by vSZ16 are quite
close to GS98. This is the main reason that the largest discrepancy
between the AGSS09 model and the observed sound speed at around
0.7 R is reduced when using the vSZ16 abundances.
Closer to the centre, the sound-speed profile in the vSZ16 model
starts deviating from the observed speed by a noticeable margin.
The sound-speed estimates here are indeed more uncertain, but
current estimates of uncertainties are much less than those stated by
Degl’Innocenti et al. (1997). For one, estimates of the frequencies of
low-degree modes that penetrate the core are much better now than
20 yr ago resulting in more precise inversion results (see Basu et al.
2009). Additionally, a reduction of the error estimate, particularly
in the convection zone, is a result of the realization that inversion
parameters need to be selected so as to minimize correlated errors
between solutions at different radii. This ensures that the solution is
not biased, resulting in systematic errors (see Howe & Thompson
1996; Rabello-Soares, Basu & Christensen-Dalsgaard 1999). Also,
there are now other probes of the structure of the innermost solar
core that do not rely on inversion methods. These are the frequency
separation ratios, which we turn to next, and which allow us to infer
that inversion uncertainties from Degl’Innocenti et al. (1997) are
likely to be overestimations of the actual errors.
3.2 Small frequency separation ratios
Roxburgh & Vorontsov (2003) have shown that specific combina-
tions of frequencies of low-degree modes can be used to construct
helioseismic diagnostics that are largely insensitive to the structure
of the outer layers of the Sun. These are particularly sensitive to the
structure of the innermost 10–15 per cent of the solar radius (see
the appendix of Basu et al. 2007). This is the region where sound-
speed inversions become more uncertain, and where the majority of
the solar neutrinos are produced. These so-called small frequency
separation ratios are given by
r02(n) = νn,0 − νn−1,2
νn,1 − νn−1,1 ; r13(n) =
νn,1 − νn−1,3
νn+1,0 − νn,0 , (1)
where n represents the radial order of a mode and the second index
is its angular degree.
As mentioned above, the large increase in refractories proposed
by vSZ16 has the strongest impact on the central regions of the Sun.
This is hinted at by the shape of the sound-speed profile (Fig. 1),
and becomes obvious in the separation ratios which are shown in
Fig. 2, where results for the SSMs are shown with lines and those
for the Sun (based on 4752 d of BiSON data; Chaplin et al. 2007;
Basu et al. 2009) are shown with points and error bars. The pink-
shaded area denotes the 1σ uncertainties in solar models, based
on the solar abundance uncertainties as given by AGSS09. The
discrepancy between the vSZ16 solar model and helioseismic data
is clearly visible. In fact, it is does a slightly worse job overall than
the AGSS09met solar model. The error band includes model errors
from both the solar composition and other sources. Using the same
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Figure 2. Small frequency separation ratios for three SSMs. Solar data are depicted by points and error bars. The shaded band denotes 1σ composition
uncertainties associated with solar models, based on the uncertainties of the AGSS09met abundances. Lower panels show residuals, in units of the total
combined (model and data) uncertainty for each frequency separation ratio.
model errors for the three SSMs, and assuming for simplicity that
errors are uncorrelated, the combined χ2 of the 34 available points
for r02 and r13 are: 41, 321, and 389 for the GS98, AGSS09met, and
vSZ16 solar models. If, instead, only non-composition uncertainties
in the models are taken into account, χ2 = {76, 603, 705}, in the
same ordering. The assumption of uncorrelated errors is of course
not correct, but a proper account of correlations, that will be the same
for all the models, will not affect the qualitative picture: vSZ16 not
only fails at alleviating the solar modelling problem present for
AGSS09met, but in fact performs worse.
The conclusion is therefore the same as before: changes in the
solar structure induced by a large increase in refractories cannot
be compensated by any other variations in the SSM inputs. Only
large changes in the composition can bring the vSZ16 model into
agreement with data, such that refractories have to be close to those
in GS98 and AGSS09.
As a final point, we consider the separation ratios and the sound-
speed profiles together. The GS98 model predicts both sound speed
and separation ratios that are in quite good agreement with seismic
data. It is not possible to alter the sound speed in the solar core –
even at the 1σ level illustrated by blue shading in Fig. 1 – without
simultaneously degrading the agreement with the separation ratios
shown in Fig. 2. This suggests that the estimated uncertainty in
the inversion procedure, while probably appropriate in 1997, is
now in fact an overestimation of the true uncertainty. Note that
separation ratios were introduced only later, and have benefited
from determination of frequencies for low-angular degree modes
from very long time series data not available in the 1990s (Basu
et al. 2009).
3.3 Depth of convective zone and surface helium abundance
The depth of the convective zone (RCZ) and surface helium frac-
tion (YS) are two traditional helioseismic constraints with which
AGSS09met SSM also disagree. Helioseismic values and results
from our SSM calculations are presented in Table 3. As before, we
assume the same model uncertainties regardless of the solar compo-
sition, in order to allow a direct comparison between solar models.
Table 3. Convective zone radius RCZ and surface helium
abundance YS for the solar models considered here, along
with values inferred from helioseismology. Solar RCZ is from
Basu & Antia (1997) and YS from Basu & Antia (2004).
Model/Sun RCZ YS
GS98 0.712 ± 0.002 0.243 ± 0.003
AGSS09met 0.723 ± 0.002 0.232 ± 0.003
vSZ16 0.715 ± 0.002 0.277 ± 0.003
Sun 0.713 ± 0.001 0.2485 ± 0.0034
V16 have considered these observables using the linear solar models
and their changes in central values are consistent with those com-
puted from SSMs. As can be seen in Table 3, while RCZ improves,
the resulting YS is in serious conflict with the helioseismically in-
ferred value. The vSZ16 model leads to more than a 6σ discrepancy,
up from a 3.6σ problem for AGSS09met. V16 claim an agreement
at the 1.3σ level, but this is only because their quoted error bars are
very large. Under the same considerations, AGSS09met would be
well within 1σ of the helioseismic value.
The formal agreement claimed by V16 is in fact worse than that
of AGSS09 when comparable abundance uncertainties are used for
both cases. Only by virtue of using large error bars and applying
them only to the model based on the vSZ16 composition, do V16
make the formal agreement seem better for YS.
The question therefore arises: why is YS so much worse if the
sound-speed profile (although see Section 4 for further discussion
on this issue) and RCZ are both better in the vSZ16 model than
in AGSS09met? The simple reason is that the initial helium of the
model is much more sensitive to refractories than to volatiles, which
is subsequently reflected in YS. This is summarized in table 1 in
Serenelli & Basu (2010), where power-law dependences of helium
on different solar model input parameters are given. On the other
hand, the sound-speed profile and RCZ are much more sensitive to
the opacity profile around the base of the convective zone, where
volatiles, in particular oxygen, play a dominant role. As the volatile
abundances in vSZ16 are very close to those in GS98, agreement
in these observables should not come as a surprise; the much more
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Table 4. Goodness of fit of each observable considered here, for
each solar model.
χ2GS98 χ
2
AGSS09met χ
2
vSZ16
YS 1.4 13.5 34.2
RCZ 0.15 14.8 0.60
YS + RCZ 1.6 64.8 47.3
{ci} 46.4 111.2 359.3
(8B) 0.44 1.18 19.0
(7Be) 0.28 0.45 15.0
Combined (34 dof) 65.5 186.1 489.1
abundant refractories, however, lead to a strongly excluded surface
helium abundance.
4 C OMBINED A NA LY SIS
Here we present a more rigorous quantitative analysis of the overall
agreement between each of the three solar models and available
limits, using (8B) and (7Be) solar neutrinos as well as helioseis-
mic diagnostics. We follow the method presented in Villante et al.
(2014), which accounts for model correlations among different ob-
servables. In order to base our conclusions on the same helioseismic
observables considered in V16, we do not include in this analysis
the frequency separation ratios. Unlike the analysis in Villante et al.
(2014), because we want to test the different solar compositions, we
fix the elemental abundances. All non-compositional input param-
eters (e.g. nuclear cross-sections, microscopic diffusion rates, solar
age) are allowed to deviate from their central values by introducing
the so-called pulls and a penalty function to the χ2 calculation (see
Villante et al. 2014 for details about the statistical approach). Note
that for this reason, when a combination of observables is consid-
ered, the resulting χ2 is not simply the addition of the individual
contributions of each observable.
Table 4 presents the results for different sets of observables, taken
into account one at a time, as labelled. The row {ci} corresponds to
the sound-speed profile, for which we consider 30 points distributed
across the radiative interior (Basu et al. 2009). The final row in
Table 4 corresponds to all observables considered simultaneously.
The vSZ16 model is better than AGSS09met only for RCZ. For all
other observables, the performance of the vSZ16 model is worse
than AGSS09, in some cases by a large amount.
The sound-speed results deserve some comment. Looking at
Fig. 1, it might seem that the vSZ16 model is closer to the Sun
than AGSS09met. In Table 4 however, the resulting χ2 is actually
worse for vSZ16. The reason is that variations in non-compositional
input parameters, in particular an increase in the diffusion rate, lead
to improvements in the sound-speed profile of an SSM based on the
AGSS09 composition in the region between 0.4 and 0.7 R, and
thus help to partly reconcile its prediction with observations. On the
other hand, for the vSZ16 model this is not possible because varying
non-compositional parameters cannot improve the agreement in the
region of strongest discrepancy, below 0.4 R, brought about by
the large abundance of refractories.
The conflicts with observation that arise in an SSM based on
the vSZ16 composition are in fact worse than the problem this
solar model was supposed to cure, i.e. the discrepancy between
helioseismic data and SSMs based on low-Z solar compositions such
as that from AGSS09. This alone should be a good indication that
the vSZ16 composition is unlikely to be representative of that in the
solar interior. The next section gives even more direct reasons why
the vSZ16 abundances cannot be representative of the composition
of the solar photosphere.
5 A BU N DA N C E S FRO M TH E S O L A R W I N D
The results and essentially all conclusions of V16 rest on the cor-
rectness of a quite non-standard set of solar abundances, originating
from solar wind measurements (von Steiger et al. 2010 and vSZ16).
These are based on in situ analysis of ions in the wind emerging from
polar coronal holes (PCHs). Solar activity predominantly affects the
corona and wind at low latitudes, leaving both the rate and compo-
sition of the wind emerging from polar regions approximately con-
stant over time. The wind from PCHs is therefore understood to be
indicative of the underlying steady state of mass emission from the
Sun. von Steiger et al. (2010) and vSZ16 claim that this makes the
wind from PCHs the least affected by fractionation effects, which
are known to impact the relative abundances of different nuclei in
other solar wind samples. This supposedly allows the derivation of
photospheric abundances from samples of the solar wind originat-
ing in PCHs. In fact, using these abundances to construct SSMs
implicitly assumes they match photospheric values, i.e. that there
is no fractionation at all. We show below that this assumption is
incorrect.
5.1 Spectroscopy and astrophysics
Before looking at the solar wind measurements themselves, it is
worth thinking about the basic plausibility of the solar composi-
tion advocated by vSZ16, from the spectroscopic and astrophysical
perspectives. The PCH-based CNO abundances in Table 1 are in-
deed uniformly higher than AGSS09, but in rough agreement with
GS98 values. The abundances of refractory elements (Mg, Si, S
and Fe) are however a full 0.3 dex higher in general than AGSS09.
This makes them far higher than any spectroscopically determined
abundances in over half a century, including the pioneering works
of Goldberg, Muller & Aller (1960), Ross & Aller (1976) and
Anders & Grevesse (1989) – let alone the solar abundances pre-
sented by GS98, AGSS09, Lodders et al. (2009) or Caffau et al.
(2011). This includes determinations based on 1D and 3D model
atmospheres, with and without corrections for departures from LTE,
and with old and new atomic data. Taken as presented by vSZ16,
the abundances of refractory elements cannot be reconciled with
the results of any spectroscopic determination, regardless of its
sophistication.
For spectroscopic analysis to be wrong by such a large fraction
for abundances of refractory elements, one or both of the following
exceptionally unlikely scenarios would have to be true.
(i) All oscillator strengths measured by dedicated atomic physics
laboratories around the world for Si, S and Fe are systematically
overestimated by about a factor of 2, as are the theoretical values
computed for Mg. Each experimental atomic physics group does
its work independently, employing sophisticated and accurate mod-
ern techniques like laser-induced fluorescence for determining the
absolute scales of their transition probabilities, and cross-checks
the results with entirely different techniques. This produces errors
better than 5 per cent in many cases.
(ii) The basic underlying theoretical or methodological frame-
work of stellar atmospheres is somehow wrong, due to something
systematically amiss in all calculations of radiative transfer or at-
mospheric modelling – not merely in the specific application of
3D atmospheric models and line formation modelling. This would
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invalidate the entire field of stellar atmospheres, and stellar abun-
dance analysis generally. This would require discarding an enor-
mous number of bedrock astrophysical results, with wide-ranging
and highly implausible implications for the mutual consistency of
stellar nucleosynthesis, stellar evolution, Galactic chemical evolu-
tion and even cosmology.
It is also worth remembering that the AGSS09 composition is
consistent with the Sun being an otherwise unremarkable Galactic
thin-disc G dwarf, showing good agreement with expected abun-
dance patterns in the nearby neighbourhood. These range from
measurements of abundances in so-called ‘solar twins’ (Mele´ndez
et al. 2009; Ramı´rez, Mele´ndez & Asplund 2009), to comparisons
with young B-type stars (Nieva & Simo´n-Dı´az 2011; Nieva &
Przybilla 2012), local H II regions (Esteban et al. 2004, 2005) and
the local interstellar medium (Henry et al. 2010). In particular, the
local ‘cosmic abundance standard’ Z = 0.014 ± 0.002 (Nieva &
Przybilla 2012), is in agreement with the AGSS09 solar metallicity
Z = 0.0134, and incompatible with the von Steiger & Zurbuchen
value of Z = 0.0196. Note that B-type stars have radiative atmo-
spheres, so systematic uncertainties that might be associated with
near-surface convection in the solar atmosphere do not play any
role.
5.2 Solar wind
Spectroscopic and astrophysical considerations strongly suggest
that the composition presented by vSZ16 should not be trusted
as representative of the photosphere or the bulk Sun. Where then
is the neglected systematic error (or errors) in the solar wind anal-
ysis? There appear to be two distinct but related sources. The first
is apparent fractionation in the PCH sample relative to the photo-
sphere, and the second is the normalization scale and associated
uncertainties used by vSZ16 to compare their abundances to the
photosphere.
The first ionization potential (FIP) effect is well known to affect
the relative abundances of elements in the solar wind, enhancing the
abundances of elements with low ionization potentials, and reducing
those with higher ionization thresholds (Laming 2015). This effect
is thought to be reduced in PCH outflows compared to equatorial
winds, in part because the composition is known to vary with activity
in the latter (Zurbuchen et al. 2002). However, the stability of the
composition of the solar wind from PCHs is not in and of itself an
indication that the wind is unfractionated. Indeed, Fig. 3 shows that
the abundance discrepancy between AGSS09 and vSZ16 exhibits a
strong trend with the FIP of the elements considered. This is clear
indication that the PCH abundances are still fractionated, even if
less so than other solar wind samples – a problem also noticed by
Laming (2015).
It is also notable from Fig. 3 that the FIP effect can increase
or decrease the abundance of an element, depending on whether
it possesses a FIP greater or smaller than the reference element
used for setting the abundance scale. In this case that is hydrogen,
so helium and neon are depleted relative to the true photospheric
values, whereas other elements are enhanced. This explains the
implausibly high refractory abundances of vSZ16, and falsifies their
claim that their value of Z is a lower bound because unquantified
fractionation would only decrease Z.
Indeed, H is not the logical reference element to choose when
compiling abundances from the solar wind. All the abundances of
vSZ16 are based on measurements of elemental ratios with respect
to O, set to the usual spectroscopic hydrogen scale using a single
Figure 3. The ratio of solar abundances advocated by von Steiger & Zur-
buchen (2016, vSZ16) and Asplund et al. (2009, AGSS09). The trend with
first ionization potential (FIP) indicates that despite being based on wind
originating from polar coronal holes, the vSZ16 abundances are affected by
fractionation arising from the FIP effect.
measurement of H/O = 1500 ± 300 (corresponding to log O =
8.82+0.10−0.08) by von Steiger et al. (2010).2 vSZ16 neglected to include
the systematic uncertainty of the H/O normalization in their adopted
abundances, drastically reducing the error budget in comparison to
the correct calculation. Propagating the error from the normalization
and combining it in quadrature with the errors on the individual
X/O ratios, the uncertainties on the abundances of vSZ16 can be
seen to typically exceed 0.1 dex, as shown in Table 1. For CNO,
the coarse abundances obtainable from the solar wind are in fact
consistent with the more precise values in AGSS09. This is in large
part due to the similarity of the ionization potentials of H, C, N
and O; the erroneous nature of the vSZ16 refractory abundances
persists. It is surprising that vSZ16 failed to include this important
systematic uncertainty, yet somehow saw fit to claim that AGSS09
did not include systematic errors – despite the fact that careful
quantification and inclusion of systematic errors from non-LTE, the
mean temperature structure of the adopted models, and the impact
of 3D effects, was one of the key advances highlighted in AGSS09.
A less error-prone way to present solar wind abundances would
be to choose O as the common element of comparison, removing
any systematic uncertainty due to the absolute scale, in a similar
way that Si is chosen for comparison with CI chondritic meteorites.
This would of course also substantially reduce the central value
of the overall metallicity implied by the measurements of vSZ16,
and completely change the resulting solar models of V16. Indeed,
given the trend in Fig. 3, there is no good reason to think that
the H/O ratio of von Steiger et al. (2010) is free of additional
unquantified fractionation effects anyway. It is quite possible that
even for elements with common FIPs, some additional effect (sub-
dominant to the FIP but visible nonetheless) is causing fractionation
at a level beyond the uncertainty in the photospheric abundances.
This is unsurprising really, given that in spite of much theoretical
work the FIP is still poorly understood – especially its quantitative
2 We note that the more recent analysis of the solar wind composition by
Lepri, Landi & Zurbuchen (2013) instead found a most probable value of
log O = 8.68 for the fast solar wind.
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impact on elemental abundances. Higher ionization potentials must
surely play a role as well, given that the in situ measurements involve
higher charged states of each species.
6 SU M M A RY
We have shown that solar models constructed from the chemical
composition advocated by vSZ16 and V16 provide vastly worse
fits to the observed neutrino fluxes, sound-speed profile and surface
helium fraction of the Sun compared to those constructed from the
canonical AGSS09 mixture that gave rise to the solar modelling
problem; only the radius of the convective zone is improved. We
have also demonstrated that the composition of vSZ16 is subject to
large, unquantified normalization and fractionation errors, and can
be safely ruled out on spectroscopic and astrophysical grounds. The
solar modelling problem persists: accommodating helioseismology
data with the best determined solar abundances and the best SSMs
is still an unsolved problem.
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